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Chapter 1: Introduction to Southern Unionism
In the Civil War era, Mississippi was a house divided. Secessionists were in a never
ending conflict with pro-Unionists in the 1850’s and into 1860 over secession. These clashes
even spilled over into the war as Confederates skirmished with pro-Unionists, as well as groups
of people that became known as anti-Confederates (these being people that did not support the
Union, but did not agree with the policies of the Confederacy). The division in Mississippi had
become so bad that many men refused to join the army, some deserted after conscription, while
others supported the Union in any way possible. In 1863, the United States formed a battalion
containing men from in and around Mississippi, who was willing to fight the Confederate Army,
called the 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles. Over 600 men enlisted into the battalion for various
reasons. Many signed on to truly fight for the Union, while others stayed long enough to collect
one or two bounties and then desert, often taking their horse and gun. For those that truly desired
to serve the United States, they were never going to be a determining factor in the war, as the
course for a brutal and destructive end was already set in motion. But their role was very
important as they had to fight the army under General Nathan B. Forrest that could have slowed
Sherman’s March, thus prolonging the war.
During its existence, the men of the battalion were given the objective of protecting the
Federal base at Memphis, as well as venturing on several expeditions into Mississippi, Arkansas,
and Missouri, thus taking the fight to the already crumbling Confederate forces and destroying
any and all remaining Rebel property. This is where life as a soldier in the 1st Mississippi became
very difficult. Mississippians had to go into their own state with the task of suppressing any
armed resistance, which included fellow Mississippians that were fighting for the Confederate
Army.
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The story of Mississippians fighting against the C.S.A. is not unusual. One man has been
the focus of many historians, and has become a larger than life legend; almost like a nineteenth
century Robin Hood. This story of, course is that of Newton Knight and the Free State of Jones.
The story of Knight is something that remains highly debated. In short, he was a citizen of Jones
County and enlisted into the Confederate Army, only to desert and become nothing more than a
fugitive on the run with friends and family, having several run-ins with Confederate forces. 1
Another well known story is a memoir written by Mississippian Levi Naron, who served as a
scout for the Union during the Civil War.2
The Literature
Scholars have written many articles and books on Southern Unionists and antiConfederates. One such book was War Within a War, by Carleton Beals. He describes the hell
that Union sympathizers went through in those days, including imprisonment and execution.3 In
2003, M. Shannon Mallard wrote an article, “I had no Comfort to Give the People,” which
scratched the surface on a few brave individuals that defied their government and secession. In
addition, he did mention the 1st Mississippi, but did not go into any great details.4 Unfortunately,
Mallard died after his work was published in the journal North & South.
Aside from writings from Naron and Mallard, there is still very little information written
about the group of men from in and around Mississippi that bravely picked up a gun for the
United States during the war. What has been written tends to be short paragraphs and often give
the wrong information. For example, historian Timothy Smith wrote:
1

Victoria E. Bynum, The Free State of Jones: Mississippi’s Longest Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2001).
2
Levi H. Naron, Chickasaw: A Mississippi Scout for the Union, ed. by Thomas D Cockrell and Michael B.
Ballard (Louisiana: Louisiana State University Press, 2005).
3
Carleton Beals, War Within a War: The Confederacy Against Itself (Philadelphia: Chilton Company,
1965).
4
M. Shannon Mallard, “I Had No Comfort to Give the People,” North & South vol. 6, no. 4 (May 2003),
78.
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Mississippi also provided one regiment of white Unionists for the Union army, the First
Regiment Mounted Rifles. Organized at Memphis, Tennessee, in March 1864, the unit
served until 1865. There were 903 soldiers on the rolls of the regiment, which saw little
action but did participate in a number of raids and expeditions during the latter part of the
war.5
Though it is true that the group was organized in Memphis and were involved in a few
raids and expeditions, Smith missed the mark on the other important information. First, he got
the name wrong. It was not the “First Regiment Mounted Rifles,” it was the First Battalion
Mississippi Mounted Rifles. Next, Smith wrote that 903 men served in this unit, which is wrong.
Though his book was well researched, he most likely missed the accurate number because that
was what he retrieved from a website that supplies Civil War historians, researchers, and
enthusiasts with information about Federal and Rebel regiments, including the names of those
that served. Those that use the website must be very careful about the numbers of soldiers given.
Had Smith looked deeper into the information given he would notice this number is far less than
903, because some of the names are double, triple, and even quadruple counted due the varied
ways some surnames can be spelled. For instance, Private William G. Beatty also had his
surname spelled Beaty. Likewise Private James M. Stevens was also recorded as Steavens and
Stephens. These different forms of surnames, and sometime first names, were written on the
enlistment records themselves, often having different envelopes that stated which envelope was
the correct one. But on the Civil War Soldiers and Sailors System, they are listed separately,
which makes the battalion look bigger than what it was. After a user clicks on one of the names,
the site will inform the person if there were various forms of the name.6 Therefore, the website is
a great tool, but if used improperly, like Smith did, people can be very misinformed.

5

Timothy B. Smith, Mississippi in the Civil War (Mississippi: University Press of Mississippi, 2010), 62.
Smith, 62; National Park Service, “Regiments: Union and Confederate Histories,” Civil War Soldiers and
Sailors System, http://www.itd.nps.gov/cwss/regiments.cfm (accessed December 29, 2011); United States Official
Records, Compiled Service Records of Volunteer Union Soldiers Who Served in Organizations from the state of
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On the other hand, dealing with this battalion is very difficult because primary sources
are very scarce. Mallard touched on this fact in his article. In it he wrote:
The wartime actions of anti-Confederates and Union sympathizers left a legacy of distrust
among the ex-Confederate populace. Magnolia State society felt so shaky that attempts
surfaced to cover up the prior existence of opposition to the Confederacy, to sweep proof
of Civil War Federal loyalty under the proverbial rug.7
However, the U.S. government did manage to keep the enlistment records of these soldiers,
which have been made available to the public. It is also very likely that not every scrap of
evidence was destroyed, and that there are some people that possess journals or letters written by
the men of the 1st Mississippi, which could be crucial to really understanding this battalion.
Nevertheless we must rely on what is readily available.
The greatest amount of information on the individuals of the battalion comes from the
previously mentioned enlistment records from the National Archives. For information on the
raids that the battalion was involved in, The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, a series of books of over sixty volumes, contains
letters, orders, and reports written by the leaders of the Civil War.8 The battalion is also
mentioned in books written about the individual regiments that served with the 1st Mississippi.
These include the 2nd New Jersey Cavalry, 4th Missouri Cavalry, 7th Indiana Cavalry, and 19th
Pennsylvania Cavalry have been included in the research. These regimental histories provide
details of what these units, and their counterparts went through during the war. 9

Mississippi: 1st Battalion, Mississippi Mounted Rifles, University of Southern Mississippi Library, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, Microfilm. Cited afterwards as: Compiled Service Records: 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles.
7
Mallard, “I Had No Comfort,” 78.
8
Compiled Service Records: 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles; The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of
the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington: Government Printing Press, 1880-1901).
Cited afterwards as: O.R.
9
William S. Burns, Recollections of the 4th Missouri Cavalry, ed. By Frank Allen Dennis (Ohio:
Morningside House, Inc.); Samuel P. Bates, History of Pennsylvania Volunteers 1861-5 (Harrisburg, PA: B.
Singerly, State Printer, 1871); Thomas S. Cogley, History of the Seventh Indiana Cavalry Volunteers and The
Expeditions, Campaigns, Raids Marches and Battles of the Armies with which it was Connected, with Biographical
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One final source that is of some use is the writings from the battalion’s commander,
General Benjamin Grierson. As the general who was placed in command of the 1st Mississippi
and their fellow soldiers, his recollection of the battalion and the events surrounding them are
very important. In an article that was printed by different newspapers throughout the country, he
gave some detailed information into the expedition against the Mobile and Ohio Railroad during
the winter of 1864-65, a raid that was vital to the overall success of the United States military in
the closing months of the war. More importantly than the newspaper article are Grierson’s
memoirs A Just and Righteous Cause, which describes his experiences during the Civil War. In
addition, he gave insight as to what happened during the years the 1st Mississippi served under
his command.10
With the little bit of information that exists, the story of these brave men can finally be
told. As for the individual men that formed this unit, nearly everything will be written from the
enlistment records, with some support from census records. This information will include when
and where they enlisted, their personal information, and any details during their service (i.e.
death, desertion, discharge, and promotions). These records, in addition to the Official Records
and memoirs, will be the main sources used to tell the events that took place.
Secession and the War
After Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860 southern states began voting on
secession. The debate for Mississippi’s departure began when a Secession Convention convened
under democratic Governor John J. Pettus at the state capital in Jackson on January 7, 1861.
Sketches of Brevet Major General John P. C. Shanks and of Brevet Brig. Gen. Thomas M. Browne, and other
Officers of the Regiment, (Indiana: Herald Company, Steam Printers, 1876); John Y. Foster, New Jersey and the
Rebellion: A History of the Services of the Troops and People of New Jersey in Aid of the Union Cause, (Newark,
N.J.: Martine R. Dennis & Co, 1868).
10
Benjamin H. Grierson, A Just and Righteous Cause: Benjamin H. Grierson’s Civil War Memoir, ed.
Bruce J. Dinces and Shirley A. Leckie (Illinois: Southern Illinois University, 2008).
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Elected delegates from each county came forth to debate and vote on Mississippi’s departure
from the United States.11 However, not all counties supported such a drastic measure; some of
the counties and their delegates were pro-Union and some were “antiwar.” According to Carlton
Beals, the major slave-owners along the Mississippi River were satisfied with life and were not
favor of secession due to their inward flow of northern money.12 In 2002 Rebecca M. Dresser
wrote that many of the wealthy planters in Natchez had opposed secession because their families
were from the North, which is where their loyalties were placed until secession happened (with a
few exceptions), and they knew that war with secession would bring forth a war that would do
nothing but hurt commerce in Mississippi.13 However it was not only the wealthy river fold that
felt negatively about secession.
Some poor farmers did not favor secession as well, which was due their lack of slave
labor.14 On the other hand, it is likely that many of these planters realized that if the crops of the
rich were destroyed by war and decreased trading, then their life would become far worse. After
all, if a rich man was to go broke, then what happens to a poor man? Simply put, he starves to
death.
Other planters aside from the rich and poor also disagreed with the movement. Beals
wrote, “in Hinds County itself… the small farmers – and they made up the bulk of the
population, except for free Negroes – were almost unanimously pro-Union.” The Gulf Coast was
also strongly opposed to secession because the soil was not fit for farming, thus forcing them to

11

Robert Lowry and William H. McCardle, A History of Mississippi (Jackson, Miss.: R.H. Henry & Co.,
1891), 344.
12
Beals, 95-96.
13
Rebecca M. Dresser, “Kate and John Minor: Confederate Unionists of Natchez,” Journal of Mississippi
History 64, no. 3 (Fall 2002): 192-97
14
Smith, 127.
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depend on food from outside sources, including northern states. There was also opposition in
some counties further into the interior of Mississippi, such as Jones County.
In the only known interview given, Newton Knight told a reporter from The New Orleans
Item that Jones County never voted for secession. He said:
Fact is, Jones County never seceded from the Union into the Confederacy. Her delegate
seceded. When the southern states was all taking a vote on whether to secede, we took the
vote in Jones County too… All but seven of them voted to stay in the Union. But the
Jones County Delegate [J. H. Powell] went up to the state convention at Jackson, and he
voted with the rest of the county delegates.15
Jones was not only that voted against the movement only to have its delegate change the vote
during the convention. In December 1860, residents from Lowndes County voted against
secession and demanded that the legislators do more to push the Southern cause. In an official
correspondence the county representative wrote the following solutions that had been
“unanimously adopted:”
1st. Resolved, That under existing circumstances it becomes the imperative duty of every
(sic) unite in council and asking advice of that God who controls the destiny of nations,
that he may guide us in such actions as will be best calculated to avert the evil which
seems to hang over our nation.
2nd. Resolved, That we are opposed to separate State secession at this time.
3rd. Resolved, That we believe that redress for the wrongs of which we justly complain
can be better secured in the Union than out of it, and that we should use all constitutional
means for securing our rights in the Union before secession.
4th. Resolved, That our Representatives be instructed to make an effort to have a
resolution passed by the Convention of the State, requesting the co-operation of all the
Slave States, to secure out rights in the Union if possible, before resorting to others, and
against disunion without their united concurrence.16
However, Lowndes delegate George R. Clayton followed Powell and voted for secession.17
According to Beals, other delegates, who were called Cooperationists, attempted to slow the

15

Meigs O. Frost, “South’s Strangest ‘Army’ Revealed By Chief: Newt Knight, Aged Leader, Speaks after
Fifty Years.” New Orleans Item, 20 March 1921.
16
Lowndes County, Missississippi, Political Correspondence, December 1860. McCain Library, University
of Southern Mississippi.
17
Lowry and McCardle, 344.
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secession process by asking to wait until other states seceded. Nevertheless, through violent
actions and rhetoric the majority of delegates were forced to change their votes.18
By the end of the Secession Convention, the Ordinance of Secession passed with only 15
out of 99 delegates voting against it. Those who opposed secession were the delegates from
Adams, Attala, Amite, Itawamba, Franklin, Perry, Rankin, Tishomingo, Warren, and
Washington Counties.19 With ten counties, and numerous planters along the rivers and in others
sections of the state being so opposed to secession, then the official vote should have had a
different outcome. The problem with a no secession vote was that it would have made
Mississippi look weak, especially since it would be later surrounded by the C.S.A. Thus, a threat
of retaliation towards those that were against the movement would have also played a major role.
Thus, Mississippi officially became the second state to leave the Union and soon nine other
states followed. As a result, war was not too far behind. But, the division amongst the people of
Mississippi over secession, as well as the violence, continued after the convention and
throughout the war.
The debate over secession took place not only in the political realm, but also from behind
the pulpits. While abolitionists in the North called for the end of slavery, preachers on both sides
of the country preached on the very subject. The South had a number of clergy that agreed with
their northern counterparts, but were outnumbered by those that preached that slavery was
Biblical. Historian Ben Wynne writes:
They used select passages from the Bible to justify slavery just as Southern politicians pointed to
the rhetoric of selected Northern leaders when trying to convince the masses that their ‘way of
life’ was in danger. By the 1830’s most of the South’s religious community was united in
promoting the idea that bondage was actually beneficial to the slaves’ spiritual welfare…
Throughout the South evangelicals condemned ‘Northern politicians and religious fanatic’s

18
19

Beales, 96.
Lowry and McCardle, 343-44.
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conspirators in a misguided plot to detract from the social, civil, and religious privileges of the
slave population.’” 20
The debate over slavery was clearly ripping churches to shreds. Roughly fifteen years before
secession became official; the Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches in the North and
South were split over what God truly says about slavery in the Bible. In his book Religion in
Mississippi, historian Randy J. Sparks wrote:
The conflict came to a head at the 1844 conference when the Methodist Church was torn
asunder, and southern ministers bolted to form the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
The division of the Methodist Church attracted the most attention, but the Baptist and
Presbyterian churches also split along regional line… The separation was completed the
following year when delegates from eight southern states and the District of Columbia
met in Georgia and established the Southern Baptist Convention, a move endorsed by the
Mississippi Baptist Association.21
Though this separation did take place, again, not every preacher in the South stood for secession,
in these early days. Several Presbyterian and Quaker preachers stood tall in the pulpits in
opposition of slavery and secession. As the slavery and secession debate heated further, and the
threats of violence made toward anyone that was against secession worsened, many of those
preachers began to buckle under pressure and ultimately fell into line with the secessionists,
while a few preachers, as well as their congregations, that continued to be strong pro-Unionists.
On June 8, 1862, Reverend John Aughey was found guilty for the crime of “sedition”
after admitting to swearing an oath to the United States and refusing to swear an oath to the
Confederate States of America.22 The preacher was thrown into a prison at Tupelo and while
awaiting his own death he spent his time praying with other prisoners that were awaiting
execution, often for the same crimes of being a Union sympathizer. Before the execution was to
be carried out, he was sent to a blacksmith, where irons were fitted onto his legs. Several other
20

Ben Wynne, A Hard Trip: A History of the 15th Mississippi Infantry, CSA (Macon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 2010), 16.
21
Randy J. Sparks, Religion in Mississippi (Mississppi: Mississippi Historical Society, 2001), 124.
22
Rev. John H. Aughey, A.M., Tupelo (Lincoln, NE: State Journal Company, Printers, 1888), 101-103.
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prisoners, one a Union soldier, helped Aughey remove the chains and escape from prison. A
nearby family gave the preacher food, clothes, medical care, and the man of the house, who was
a blacksmith, was able to remove the leg irons that were still attached to him. The pain from the
irons, and its removal, is said to have haunted Aughey for the rest of his life. He received help
from several other people as he made his way north to the Union army in Rienzi.23 The preacher
wrote:
When I gazed on the star spangled banner, emblem of my country’s glory and power,
beneath whose ample folds there were safety and protection for the poor, pursued,
panting, perishing Unionist, and saw around me the loyal hosts of brave men, eager to
subvert rebellion and afford protection to the wronged and persecuted southern patriot, I
shed tears of joy. I felt that I was safe, my perils o’er, and from the depths of a grateful
heart I returned thanks to Almighty God.24
He was taken to Colonel John K. Mizner (3rd Michigan Cavalry),25 and told the Colonel
how he escaped and gave information on “the probable number of Confederate troops in and
around Tupelo, the topography of the country, the probable intentions of the rebels,” and
anything else he thought would be of value to General W. S. Rosecrans.26 He was given further
medical care and later enlisted in the 6th Illinois Cavalry as a chaplain.27 Resistance came from
more than just religious leaders. Some southern men chose to go to jail rather than fight, while
others eventually became weary and frustrated with military life and simply deserted.
In 1862, the Confederacy began conscripting all able-bodied men. Thousands of men
answered the government’s call to arms, while others rebelled against the rebellion. Knight
claimed in his interview, as soon as the Confederate government passed the Twenty-Negro Law
(which allowed owners of twenty or more slaves to leave the army) many men deserted believing
23

Beals, 99 and 105-107.
Aughey, Tupelo, 280.
25
National Park Service, “John K. Mizner,” Civil War Soldiers and Sailors System,
http://www.itd.nps.gov/cwss/soldiers.cfm (accessed April 30, 2011).
26
Aughey, Tupelo, 280.
27
Aughey, Tupelo, 286.
24
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that the law was unfair. He too had enlisted and deserted after the controversial law was passed.
Many of deserters were caught and arrested.28 One such person was Alexander “Eleck” Alsup,
who did his best to escape recruitment. In his 1902 pension affidavit, Alexander had someone
write:
well I was conscripted by the confederrets & held prisnor about one month & was brok
gard & made my a scape & come to Memphis & inlisted in the ferddiarl armay I was not
a sinhen [signing] to no organization in the confeddert armay.29
Not all prisoners were able to escape like Alsup, but were still able to gain their freedom. Some
prisoners were freed as long as they swore an oath and fought for the Confederacy. Others
remained in confinement until they died from sickness, were executed, or released at the end of
the war. For reasons unstated, Professor Vickeroy Yarborough and his son Oscar, who had been
living in New Orleans, were placed into confinement in Vicksburg. According to Beals, Oscar
swore the oath and enlisted into the Confederate army. Soon after his enlistment, he deserted to
the Union and later became an officer. The professor, suffering from malaria, began showing
signs of madness. While he was being questioned by General Beauregard, he began talking
nonsense and was soon gagged and thrown into Tupelo prison, where he was ordered to be
executed by firing squad. The execution was botched, but he managed to fake his death. Through
the help of two conscripts and several other people the father made his way to La Grange,
Tennessee.30
When Mississippi Fell to the Union
By 1863, the rate of desertion in the Confederate Armies fighting in Mississippi was on a
steady increase. At the same time Union soldiers were constantly advancing. Most of Mississippi
fell into Union hands after federal forces marched into cities like Jackson and Vicksburg, and
28

Frost, 1921.
Jerry Alsup, “William Alexander ‘Eleck’ Alsup,” www.ancestery.com (accessed February 11, 2011).
30
Beals, 101-02.
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blocked both the Mississippi River and Gulf Coast. After Natchez and Vicksburg had been
occupied, many of the prominent citizens, including the wealthy planters that had been proUnion, began doing what they could to accommodate the officers of the Union army and for
various reasons. For example, Kate and John Minor, the owners of several plantations in
Mississippi and Louisiana, opened up their homes to officers, who used them for lodging and
relaxing. In exchange for making their estates available, the Minors received protection from
their staunchly Confederate neighbors and any rogue regiments that were still wandering around
Mississippi. Moreover, the Minors were allowed to travel throughout the occupied territories
without harassment from other Yankee regiments. In short, Kate and John were able to reap the
benefits for showing a pro-Union stance.31
During 1863, much of Mississippi had been destroyed. It began with General Grierson’s
first raid into the state early that year. By the end, a tornado of destruction at the hands of
Generals Sherman and Grant crippled the Magnolia State. Sherman had a strong desire to make
Mississippi completely useless. By the end of 1863, Sherman decided that his work was not
complete and wrote to General Grant, “I do hope Grierson will come by land with his cavalry,
and with what I have, I can clean out all Mississippi.” In another letter to Grant, Sherman wrote
of General Benjamin Grierson, “In a month he could make the state of Mississippi forever
useless to the rebels.” Unfortunately for Sherman he did not get his request. In the early fall,
1863, he was sent to Nashville and General Grierson to Memphis, where he was awarded
command of the XVI Cavalry Corps.32
After these transfers took effect, part of the Confederate army under the command of
General Nathan B. Forrest, threatened to recapture parts of Mississippi and West Tennessee. The

31
32

Dresser, 203-05.
Grierson, A Just and Righteous Cause, 198-201.
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remaining bands of Confederate soldiers kept Union picket lines near Corinth, Mississippi, and
La Grange, Tennessee, in a high state of alert with constant harassment throughout the fall and
winter of 1863-64. Grierson wrote in his memoirs, “From information received from scouts, it
was quite evident that the enemy would make a great effort to regain territory lost in Mississippi
and Tennessee.” 33 Still located in Oxford during the winter in 1863, Forrest and his men
managed to move north through Union lines in West Tennessee and pushed further for supplies.
Just as bad, if not worse, the three-year enlistment terms for most of the soldiers in the XVI
Cavalry Corps had either expired or were approaching expiration.34 Union forces in West
Tennessee and Mississippi continuously found themselves in a bad predicament. As a result in
December 1863, the Union formed a battalion using Southern Unionists and anti-Confederates.
Creating these Southern battalions was something that had been done in many of the other
Confederate states (see Table 1).35 Thus, Mississippi’s only Union battalion was born.
Table 1
Total Southern Unionist regiments per Confederate state.36
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia

5
10
4
1
11
1
4
1 (Colored Infantry)
38
5
5

33

Grierson, A Just and Righteous Cause, 205-07.
Grierson, A Just and Righteous Cause , 225.
35
National Park Service, Civil War Soldiers and Sailors System.
36
Ibid.
34
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In December 1863, men from Mississippi and West Tennessee, Arkansas and Alabama,
were petitioned to enlist and fight for the United States.37 This would most likely have been done
through local newspapers. Unfortunately these announcements cannot be found in the recruiting
city’s newspapers, which could be traced back to the evidence being destroyed after the war. It is
also likely that they have been lost over the years. The Union forces at Memphis reorganized as
the District of West Tennessee, with General C. C. Washburn as its overall commander.
Command of the Cavalry Division of West Tennessee was awarded to General Grierson. Under
his leadership were cavalry divisions were from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Missouri, and the Mississippi Mounted Rifles. From that point on the objective out of
Memphis was to keep Forrest and other Confederate forces from hindering Sherman and his men
as they marched for Atlanta.

37

Compiled Service Records: 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles.
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Chapter 2: The Battalion
The Enlisted Men
Recruiting was obviously not going to be an easy task, as there were still numerous
Mississippians staunchly fighting for the Confederacy at the time. The other problem was that
anyone who refused to fight for the Rebel army, and instead enlist into the Union was putting the
wellbeing of their family at risk. There were however, many non-Confederate men and
Confederate deserters that did risk everything to fight for the United States, which included the
newly formed battalion.
The 1st Mississippi contained several men that had belonged to the rebel army before
enlisting, such as like James Ammons (43rd Mississippi Infantry), Ephraim Hudson (1st Alabama
Cavlary), William S. Newman (6th Mississippi Infantry), and Joseph Seitzler (1st Mississippi
Light Artillery).38 Most of these men may have been conscripted into the Confederate army and
either deserted (like Solomon J. Beck, 14th Mississippi Cavalry and Martin Mullins, 7th
Mississippi Cavalry), received a discharge, or became a Union prisoner. It is also possible that
some of the soldiers may have originally volunteered and grew tired of the Confederate
government or realized that they were not going to win the war, thus joining the other side. Their
reasons for joining the new Union battalion are possibly endless, but with so much
documentation missing it is hard to pinpoint actual reasoning. Therefore we are left in the dark
when it comes to actual proof for why they enlisted, leaving us to only speculate their reasoning
based on the ratio of those that served until the war’s end (unless medically discharged) to those
that deserted and after receiving their first bounty, which comes from the military records. But
what we do know for sure is when and where they enlisted.

38

National Park Service, “Soldiers: Names and Records of Union and Confederate Troops,” Civil War
Soldiers and Sailors System, http://www.itd.nps.gov/cwss/soldiers.cfm (accessed March 24, 2011).
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Recruitment took place from December 1863 until around May 1865. Vicksburg was
used as recruiting station for central to southwest Mississippi, as well as Louisiana and Arkansas.
There was also recruiting set up in Corinth for those the northern part of the state, but the post
was later closed, forcing volunteers to go to Memphis, which also served for recruiting in west
Tennessee and northeast Arkansas. According to the enlistment records, some soldiers were sent
to Alabama as recruiters.39
With recruitment having been done in many places, it would only be proper to start where
the battalion was based. On December 5, 1863, five men from Mississippi (Edward Boyd, John
C. Norris, Francis M. Rackay, Frederick Smith, and William Weeden) were the first to enlist for
a three year term. The next recruit, Eugene Campbell, did not enlist until December 11. From
that day on men enlisted almost daily, with 83 men enlisting in that first month. In January, 91
men enlisted; 23 of them being native Mississippians. In total, 447 men enlisted at the Memphis
recruiting station during the remainder of the war.
Vicksburg, one of the main recruiting stations in Mississippi, did not produce the number
of recruits as Memphis, but still produced 158 recruits. John W. Gervin was the first to enlist on
February 28, 1864. Throughout the spring and summer of 1864, a recruitment station in Natchez
saw 33 men join, with Joel W. and George R. Killian being the first to enlist on March 16.
Finally, Corinth only had 6 men that enlisted in the latter part of December 1863.40
Table 2
Enlistment totals by year41
1863
1864
1865

78
512
55
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By the end of the war, 680 men had enlisted, but only 665 served in the battalion.
Recruits mainly came from Mississippi and Tennessee. At least 8 men came from Alabama, 15
from Arkansas, 2 from Kentucky, 9 from Louisiana, 111 from Mississippi, and 20 from west
Tennessee. Of the men that came from Mississippi the vast majority came from Tippah County.42
Using the census records of 1860, they do not reveal any correlation between enlistment and the
counties that voted against secession. Using the records that have been located, Lowndes and
Jones Counties (two of the counties that intended to vote against secession) each produced two
recruits. It is possible that more came out of these counties, but because census information is
very sketchy, it is difficult to determine a correct number.
Table 3
Total of Men from Individual Mississippi Counties43
Total
2
4
3
3
1
3
2
1
1
3
6
1

County
Adams
Amite
Attala
Calhoun
Carroll
Choctaw
Copiah
Covington
De Soto
Franklin
Hinds
Holmes

Total
3
2
7
8
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

County
Itawamba
Jones
Lafayette
Lauderdale
Lawrence
Leake
Lowndes
Marion
Marshall
Monroe
Newton
Noxubee

Total
1
1
5
1
1
28
4
1
1
1
2
1

County
Oktibbeha
Panola
Ponototoc
Rankin
Smith
Tippah
Tishomingo
Wayne
Wilkinson
Winston
Yalobusha
Yazoo

The median age of the enlisted was between eighteen and twenty-five, with the youngest
recruit being fourteen and the oldest fifty-seven. The vast majority of men were either farmers or
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farm laborers. Blacksmiths, carpenters, shoe-makers, students, wagon makers and a few veteran
soldiers, just to name a few, also filled the ranks.44
Table 4
Occupations of Enlisted Soldiers before the War
Total
8
4
16
3
3
1
9
480
28
1

Occupation
Blacksmiths
Boatmen
Carpenters
Carriage/Wagon Makers
Clerks
Cotton Trader
Engineers
Farmers
Laborers
Lawyer

Total
5
3
3
5
9
7
6
2
43
25

Occupation
Merchants
Newsboys
Painters
Printers
Saddlers
Shoe Makers
Soldiers
Students
Other Occupations
Left blank

The majority of the enlisted men were poor themselves or came from poor households.
Of the entire battalion, 167 men have been located in the 1860 census. After investigating the
available records, only 27 men were heads of household, while the rest either lived with family
members or their employers. Of those that claimed to be the head, 21 men had less than $1000 in
real property, with 15 of those claiming no property at all. Three claimed more than $2000, with
one of those, a merchant from Arkansas, having $10,000 in property value. Only one of the
wealthier soldiers, Solomon Beck of Franklin County, Mississippi, claimed to have owned a
slave. Even more interesting is that of these twenty-seven known heads of household, eighteen
were living in the state of Mississippi, with nine residing in Tippah County, which also produced
the most recruits. When putting all the evidence together, there is no real solid pattern as to
answering why these men enlisted into the Union army. Therefore, we can assume that being
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able to earn Union money, which was more valuable than Confederate money, would have been
a driving force for these men to enlist.
Putting the heads of household aside, it is the men that came from other homes that is
also something of great interest. Ninety-nine men came from a home with less than $1,000 in
estate value, with 66 declaring no real estate value. Thirty-eight households had between $1,000$5,000 in real estate and 12 declared a real estate value of more than $5,000. Only seven
households were valued at more than $10,000. Sixteen families owned slaves, which ranged
from one to as many as thirty-eight.45 Based on these records, their objective for enlistment could
only fall into three reasons. First, some could have been pro-Unionists and desired to fight for the
cause. Second, with so many men having lived in poor conditions, they could very well have
been using the money to support their families. Finally, these men might have seen this war as a
way to make something of their lives, beyond the family farm. These reasons, as stated earlier,
are complete speculation and being based on financial records. Unfortunately their reasons have
been buried with them. So what else can we learn about the men based on actual proof?
Like so many other regiments, the 1st Mississippi had its share of direct relatives who
enlisted together in the Union army. Brothers Green (31), Rufus (21), and Samford Browning
(25) of Attala County, Mississippi, enlisted in December 1863 and were mustered into Company
A. Green was the only brother to remain with the battalion throughout the war. Rufus received a
medical discharge on April 28, 1865, and Samford died of pneumonia on March 30, 1865.46
Other family enlistments included Corporal James and Private John Burt (38 and 18 years old),
from Jackson County, Arkansas, who enlisted nearly two months apart (James on March 14,
1864 and John on May 9) at Memphis and were mustered into Company B. John survived the
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war while James died from typhoid on April 26, 1865.47 John (22) and William (19) Craft, from
Tippah County, enlisted together in Memphis on January 28, 1864, and sadly died of the measles
five days apart in March 1864.48 The Hudson brothers, Ephraim (22) and John (33), originally
from Chester County, South Carolina, were Tennessee farmers when they enlisted on New
Years’ Day of 1864. John was promoted to Ferrier during his service while Ephraim landed into
a Union prison in December, 1864.49
Another set of brothers included James (29), Micager (33), Reuben (23), and Seaborn
(25) Philpot. They came from a family that moved often during the first half of the nineteenth
century. James and Micager were both born in Georgia, Reuben in Alabama and Seaborn in
Calhoun County, Mississippi. James went on to become an officer, Micager survived the war,
but never saw a promotion, Reuben deserted from a hospital on April 18, 1864, and Seaborn was
promoted to sergeant on New Years’ Day, 1864.50
There were two sets of father and son enlistments. Father, Darius Baker (44) and his son
Jesse (18), from Hinds County, Mississippi, enlisted together at Vicksburg on January 6, 1865
(Company B) and deserted together ten days later.51 Lastly, there was William M. Polland, a 43
year old lawyer from Yalobusha, Mississippi, and his 16 year old son James M. Polland. William
enlisted on Christmas Day, 1863 and James on New Years’ Eve, 1863, at Memphis, Tennessee.
They were mustered into Company A, and unlike the Bakers, the Pollands remained in service
during the war.52
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Individually there were some soldiers who stood out more than others for one reason or
another. Twenty-three year old Mississippi resident James F. Broom enlisted with the 31st
Mississippi Infantry Volunteers on March 7, 1862. He was captured at Oxford around December
2, 1862, and was later paroled, never to return to the regiment. Another muster roll shows that he
died on November 3, 1863.53 Nevertheless, Broom was alive and enlisted into the 1st Mississippi
Mounted Rifles, Company G, on April 24, 1864 at Natchez. In July, 1864 Broom attempted to
desert from camp but was caught and confined in Memphis and later sent to the Union prison in
Helena, Arkansas. While in prison, Broom (also shown as Brown), conspired with two other
soldiers to overpower a guard, steal his keys, and free rebel prisoners. The attempt was made on
July 10, but they were unable to accomplish the task. During the court martial, Broom was
reduced in rank (from sergeant to private) and given a sentence of five years hard labor. Broom
died of a fever at a Union hospital less than a month later on August 3.54
James Murphy, a 20 year old Irish immigrant, was living in Memphis when the war
started. He enlisted into the 1st Mississippi on February 9, 1864 and was mustered into Company
C. Murphy had a clean record throughout his time of service. However, on April 22, 1865, he
was found murdered, with the murderer never to be found.55
George Upton, a 22 year old from Marshall County, Alabama, volunteered on May 2,
1864. While on picket post on January 26, 1865, enemy soldiers made an attempt to harass the
picket lines. Upton managed to single handedly hold off ten of the Confederates. For his bravery
in action, Upton received a promotion to sergeant.56
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The previously mention names are just a couple of the hundreds of men that decided to
commit themselves to fighting for the Union, and not to desert. They stayed until the war’s
conclusion; some taking part in brave acts, while others did what was expected of them. Many
were able to go on expeditions while others just stayed behind keeping guard in around
Memphis. Until now they have been forgotten. Each man had his own story, and unfortunately
they cannot all be told. But it is important to recognize these men, before moving on to the
battalion’s officers.
The Officers
The 1st Mississippi also had 15 officers during their existence, which mainly came from
Mid-West states, while 4 were from the South. Seven originated from Illinois regiments,
including two cavalry regiments that were commanded by General Grierson earlier in the war.
All officers, according to their enlistment records, were ordered to the new battalion by the War
Department and were given a promotion as well.57 Below is a list containing the names and
information for each of the officers.
Table 5
Rank
LieutenantColonel
Captain
Captain
1st Lieutenant –
Assistant Surgeon
1st Lieutenant
1st Lieutenant
1st Lieutenant
1st Lieutenant
1st Lieutenant
1st Lieutenant
57
58

Officers of the 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles58
Name
Company Origin
Samuel O. Shorey
F&S
Massachusetts

Prior Regiment
Not recorded

George N. Leoni
Napoleon Snyder
Samuel J. Bell

E
D
B

Illinois
Illinois
Iowa

4th Illinois Cavalry
4th Illinois Cavalry
2nd Iowa Cavalry

John M. Hiatt
Horace E. Mann
James W. Siler
T. P. D. Stevens
George J. Tanne
Henry Vernon

D
F&S
A
B
F&S
E

Illinois
Wisconsin
Illinois
Mississippi
Iowa
Ohio

46th Illinois Infantry
32nd WI Infantry
12th Illinois Infantry
11th Illinois Cavalry
2nd Iowa Cavalry
6th Ohio Cavalry
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1st Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant

Thomas White
Edward E. Holman
Charles H. Jones
James M. Philpot
Daniel H. Wooster

C
C
E
A
B

Illinois
Mississippi
Ohio
Georgia
Tennessee

77th Illinois Infantry
n/a
3rd Ohio Infantry
n/a
11th Illinois Cavalry

A few officers deserve special attention, as they each have a story that is both interesting
and can explain why they were well suited in this battalion. First is James Philpot, who was
previously mentioned with his brothers who enlisted into service. Philpot was listed for having
served in the 2nd Regiment, Mississippi Partisan Rangers, C.S.A., but enlisted in the 1st
Mississippi on December 30, 1863 and on September 1, 1864 was commissioned to the rank of
2nd lieutenant.59 Having been a native of northern Mississippi he may have had a great deal
knowledge of the terrain.
Lieutenant Colonel Samuel O. Shorey was born in Maine, but raised in Massachusetts.
His Mississippi records do not indicate what regiment he transferred from, but records do show
that there was indeed an officer of the same name that had served in a cavalry regiment in
Maine.60 He was mustered into the battalion by orders of the War Department, promoted to
Lieutenant Colonel, and later awarded the command of the 1st Mississippi. During his time with
the battalion he was given command the entire First Brigade, Cavalry Division, which at the time
included the 1st Mississippi, 7th Indiana Cavalry, 4th Missouri Cavalry, and 2nd New Jersey
Cavalry.61
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The Battalion
As standard with any military regiment, or battalion, it is made up of various companies,
and has a certain chain of command for enlisted men to follow, and this one was no different.
The overall make-up of the Mississippi Mounted Rifles consisted of five companies, lettered AG, with officers in the first five companies. According to the officers’ military records, there
were no officers of the 1st Mississippi overseeing the last two companies. The men of companies
F and G were shuffled into one of the main five companies when a soldier was sent to the
hospital, deserted, or received a discharge.62 Companies A-E took part in several expeditions and
operations while the latter two stood on picket posts around Memphis.
In addition to the structure of the battalion, was its overall objective. In August 1864,
General Grierson attempted to obtain permission to have his cavalry, including the 1st
Mississippi, sent to Georgia in support of Sherman, but was ultimately denied. Instead they were
sent on several expeditions, which helped Sherman by preventing Forrest from being resupplied,
as well as having almost no communications in Mississippi. These gave Mississippians a glimpse
of action and an opportunity to rise in rank.
Promotion became fairly easy for some of the men. Only 15 men enlisted into service at a
rank higher than private, leaving 647 at the rank of private. By the war’s end, however, the
number of privates decreased as a hundred men received ranks higher than those on the bottom
of the chain.
Table 6
Enlisted Ranks at Enlistment63
Ranks
Private
62
63

Total
647
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Bugler
Corporal
Sergeant
Saddler

6
2
5
2

Table 7
Enlistment Ranks at the End of the War64
Ranks
Private
Bugler
Blacksmith
Ferrier
Wagoner
Saddler
Corporals
Sergeants
Commissary Sergeants
Quartermaster Sergeants

Total
555
11
3
1
1
5
42
32
2
3

Attempting to understand this battalion can be very difficult. Rather than having a
consistent flow in structure, such as a regiment dedicated to certain counties or by wealth, it was
one that seemed to be one that was conflicting. In short it was a regiment with a “come one,
come all” motto. The men came from an assortment of backgrounds and economic classes. And
it is this inconsistency that makes pinpointing actual the reasons for enlisting into the 1st
Mississippi very difficult. If an individual was already poor during the 1860 census, and barely
able to keep their family fed by 1864, then staying in service long enough to earn a bounty or
two before deserting made sense to those individuals. At the same time, if someone had been
born in the North, migrated to the South, but still had loyalties to the Union (or were even
Southern born but Union loyal), then perhaps their reason for joining is through patriotism. It is
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again the inconsistency of the unit, that makes understanding this battalion difficult, but at the
same time makes this battalion very unique.
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Chapter 3 – The Summer of 1864
Expedition to Grand Gulf
While on his way to Georgia, General William T. Sherman realized that as long as
Confederate General Nathan B. Forrest was in the field operations in Mississippi were not
complete. More importantly, Sherman knew that Forrest could very well receive reinforcements,
which would give him capability to harass the Union army in Georgia, thus preventing the attack
on Atlanta. In his book, Michael B. Ballard wrote that in Richmond, a heated debate had been
taking place over whether or not to allow Forrest to complete such a task.65 Therefore, the Union
general’s instincts were correct.
In June 1864, Sherman began writing to both U.S. Secretary of War Stanton and MajorGeneral McPherson to place either General Andrew Jackson (A.J.) Smith or General Joseph
Mower in command of a large outfit for the purpose of catching “the devil.”66 In a message on
the June 15 he wrote Stanton saying:
I will order them [Smith or Mower] to make up a force and go out and follow Forrest to
the death, if it cost 10,000 lives and breaks the Treasury. There never will be peace in
Tennessee till Forrest is dead.67
The next day he sent a follow up message to the Secretary restating that a large force was needed
to “harass” Forrest, as well as “the country through which he passes.”68 As determined as
Sherman was to make sure Forrest was removed from action, he also sent McPherson a message
on the same day which stated:
I wish you to organize as large a force as possible at Memphis, with Generals A.J. Smith
or Mower in command, to pursue Forrest on foot, devastating the land over which he has
passed or may pass, and make him and the people of Tennessee and Mississippi realize
65
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that, although a bold, daring, and successful leader, he [Forrest] will bring ruin and
misery on any country where he may pause or tarry. If we do not punish Forrest and the
people now, the whole effect of our past conquests will be lost.69
It would not be very long before Sherman’s determination finally paid off, as his desire for a
large assembly was granted with a little bit more.
On July 1, 1864, General Smith organized an expedition to attack General Forrest at
Tupelo, Mississippi. At the same time, Colonel Joseph Kargé (2nd New Jersey Cavalry),
commanding officer of the 1st Brigade, Cavalry Division, was given the task of leading his
brigade, consisting of the 7th Indiana Cavalry, 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles, 2nd New Jersey
Cavalry, and 19th Pennsylvania Cavalry on a separate expedition against Wirt Adams,
Confederate Cavalry (1st Mississippi Cavalry, Wirt Adams’ Regiment) at Grand Gulf,
Mississippi.70
By July 3, 1864, the 1st Mississippi had already recruited 517 men. However, not every
recruit was present at the time of the Grand Gulf Expedition. Over ten percent of the regiment
deserted; sixty-five men were considered absent without leave, three men were in confinement,
four received discharges and thirty-five had died. Of the men that died, fifteen were infected by
small pox and five from measles. Three men had been shot; one by the Provost and two by picket
guards. By July 4, the battalion totaled 468 men as they prepared to depart for their first
expedition to Grand Gulf, Mississippi.71
According to Colonel Kargé, the 1st Brigade marched from White Station to Memphis on
July 4, and boarded on the “steamers J.D. Perry, J.C. Snow, Silver Wave, Madison, Sunny South,
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Rose Hambleton, Tycoon, and Shenango.”72 The brigade remained on the ships all night, leaving
Memphis in the early morning of July 5, bound for Vicksburg, stopping only to collect wood
along the way. While en route to their drop off point, the 1st Brigade met some Confederate
resistance as they traveled near Bolivar, Mississippi. A small band of rebels opened fire on the
steamships. The 1st brigade returned fire and forced the rebels to retreat. The only casualty
reported after the brief skirmish was to one solider from the 19th Pennsylvania who received
minor injuries.73
The ships reached their destination around 5:30 P.M. on July 7. The brigade immediately
disembarked and marched for Clear Creek. The next morning the brigade met with MajorGeneral Slocum, who was returning from Jackson, just past the Big Black River.74 Kargé stated
that the brigade was ordered to return to Vicksburg because Slocum believed the expedition to be
“impracticable.” As a result, the men marched twenty-four miles along a road connecting
Vicksburg to Jackson and made camp at the Four-Mile Bridge. On July 9, Kargé was given the
order to meet with Slocum at the Big Black River by the morning on July 10. 75
The 1st Brigade broke camp at 4 A.M. and began the fourteen-mile march to the river,
where Kargé met with Brigadier-General Ellet and was given orders that the brigade was to
continue the advance to Grand Gulf. On July 12, the brigade marched to Utica and fought several
light skirmishes along the way. The fights were always with a small number of rebels who would
retreat upon return fire. No reports of deaths, captures, or injuries from 1st Brigade were given
for that day. However, the following day was a different story.
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July 13, began with a twenty mile march southwest towards Port Gibson with the 1st
Mississippi in the lead. During the march, a force of about 200 rebels attacked the 1st
Mississippi southwest of Rocky Springs. The battalion was forced to fall back to the rest of the
brigade after Lt. Col. Smauel Shorey was shot off of his horse. The fight lasted an hour, with
several rebels being killed or captured. Colonel Kargé wrote afterwards, “Major Shorey, of the
First Mississippi Cavalry, was attacked by a superior force of the enemy, and his party driven
back to camp. The major was left dead on the field.”76 A few days later Kargé learned that
Shorey had not been killed, but had been captured. On August 22, the Boston Daily Advertiser
wrote:
Major Samuel O. Shorey of Lynn, 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles, reported killed during
a recent expedition in Mississippi, is alive and well, and in the Union lines. Major Shorey
was struck by a ball in the temple and stunned, but not seriously wounded, and was taken
prisoner.77
The major was exchanged for Major Payton, C.S.A on July 29, 1864.78 There was no statement
as to who took over for Shorey in commanding the 1st Mississippi.
The brigade arrived in Port Gibson on July 14 with the 1st Mississippi still in the lead.
However, their journey was not an easy one. With the 2nd New Jersey Cavalry and 7th Indiana
Cavalry marching in the rear, the rebels continued to launch several surprise attacks, forcing the
two regiments to halt and fight very brief skirmishes.79 Kargé reported that during the march the
rebels were constantly harassing his men. One attack resulted in a heated fight that lasted about
an hour, with no Union casualties. After arriving to Port Gibson, where camp was made for the
night, twenty-six men from the 2nd New Jersey were missing after another surprise attack while
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the group was foraging. The 1st Mississippi did not have any reports of injuries on the day, but
had lost two men to illness.80
The brigade broke camp on the morning of July 15 and proceeded with the eleven mile
march to Grand Gulf. The 2nd New Jersey and 7th Indiana were placed far into the rear of the
field. It is assumed that the 1st Mississippi took the advance as the 19th Pennsylvania mentioned
nothing of the march other than a skirmish took place. After the brigade departed from Port
Gibson a church bell began ringing alerting nearby Confederate troops of the Union exit. Soon
after the ringing began Confederate soldiers were spotted moving through town and were in
pursuit of the 1st Brigade, marching at a slightly quicker pace. Once the rebels were close enough
to the group of Union soldiers, each company of the two rear-guards took turns firing into the
rebel forces while retreating from the skirmish in what resembled a game of leap frog. Each of
the companies of the 7th Indiana fired their rifles then fell back as the companies of 2nd New
Jersey did the same and proceeded behind the 7th Indiana who would then repeat the process.
Continuing down the road and around a bend the two regiments began crossing Bayou Pierce
with the Confederate forces still in pursuit. Just before reaching the Bayou themselves, the
Confederate leaders decided that this was their opportunity to cut down the retreating Union
regiments. The order was given and with loud yelling the rebels began their charge around the
bend and towards retreating Union forces. Company F of the 7th Indiana was lined up at the
banks waiting for the rebels as the others crossed. They took their shot, and proceeded with their
retreat across the stream. The volley of Union bullets did not stop the ensuing rebel force, thus
allowing them to cross the stream only to be ambushed by an unknown regiment of colored
troops. With several rebels lying dead and others wounded, the confused survivors retreated. The
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7th Indiana and 2nd New Jersey soon met with their counterparts at Grand Gulf. 81 Throughout the
confrontation two enlisted soldiers were killed.
The brigade remained at Grand Gulf on July 16, and the rebel forces attempted one more
attack on the brigade’s picket line at dawn.82 After the opening shots were fired, the entire 1st
Brigade quickly assembled on the field. After an hour of fighting, they forced the rebels to retreat
in confusion and dismay, leaving behind thirty men who had each died from being “shot between
the eyes.”83 In addition to those that were killed several rebels were taken prisoner. Upon
questioning, the Confederates revealed that Wirt Adams led an attack at Grand Gulf believing
that the majority of the Union forces had already left for Vicksburg, which led to the confusion.
During the fight, two Union soldiers were shot and wounded, one being Private Thomas W.
Martin, Company C of the 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles.84
During the next afternoon, the 1st Brigade met with the Mississippi Marine Brigade
waiting with several steamers to transport the men back to Vicksburg. Upon reaching Vicksburg,
the 1st brigade made camp at Four-Mile Bridge until it was determined that their objective had
been successfully met. They were instructed to return to Memphis, which they did by way of
steamers on July 21, and arriving three days later with a dozen new recruits and one new officer
awaiting to be mustered into the companies of the 1st Mississippi. During the expedition, the
brigade marched over 150 miles and the total losses were four killed (this is including the
assumed death of Major Shorey), four wounded and twenty-seven missing. The 1st Mississippi
reported the following losses:
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Table 8
Casualties during the Expedition to Grand Gulf85
Rank and name
Major Samuel Shorey
Pvt. Thomas Martin
Pvt. Joseph Sellars
Pvt. James Kinney
Pvt. John Donely
Pvt. Young L. Peteet

Company
Field and Staff
Company C
Company E
Company A
Company E
Company E

Cause of casualty
Killed in action at Port Gibson
Wounded in action
Died – cause not given
Died from illness
Died – cause not given
Died – cause not given

Date of casualty
July 13
July 15
July 5
July 9
July 20
July 22

Though Wirt Adams was not captured, Kargé and his men were able to hinder him from
assisting General Forrest during General Smith’s Expedition in Eastern Mississippi. Overall, the
expedition was considered successful and the men of the 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles were
able to “see the elephant.” This was important as their next expedition came rather quickly.
Smith’s Expedition to Oxford
After the 1st Mississippi, along with their brigade, returned from their first expedition
reports came into Memphis stating General Forrest was attempting to reorganize his army and
destroy General Sherman’s communications is East Tennessee. General Grierson, who on July
25 was given command of all cavalry at the District of West Tennessee, received orders from
General A.J. Smith to prepare his cavalry for another expedition into Mississippi.86 This time the
expedition, consisting of ten thousand men (cavalry, infantry, and artillery), was headed for
Oxford. However, before they could reach their destination repairs to the bridges at the
Tallahatchie River had to be made.87
While the First Cavalry Division was sent to push the repairs of the bridge on August 1,
the Second Division (Winslow’s Division), with around eighty enlisted men and five officers
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from various companies from the 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles, was given the task of guarding
the wagon train and artillery being sent to Holly Springs, Mississippi.88 On August 7, Winslow’s
division arrived at Holly Springs and was sent to the repair site on August 8, as the First Division
and the Second Brigade (Noble’s Brigade) of Second Division, was sent to Oxford. The 1st
Mississippi remained at the bridge for several days as repairs to the bridge had become difficult
due to constant harassment from small rebel forces, as well as guerrillas that climbed into trees
during the night and shot at the men during the day. On one occasion, as noted in the 7th Indiana
Cavalry’s biographical sketches, the skirmish became very verbal and almost comical. The two
generals that wrote the biography said:
The skirmish was of a comical character. A rebel sharp-shooter would fire at the men on
the bridge, and exclaim, “How is that Yank?” The pioneers would defiantly retort, “You
have got to do better than that!” The skirmishers would watch for the smoke from the gun
of a sharp-shooter, posted in a tree, and fire at it, and shout, “How do you like that, Reb?”
The rebels, if no damage was done, would rejoin, “Oh, what shooting!”89
The attacks were random and at one point a soldier from the 1st Mississippi, seventeen year old
Private George Reynolds, Company C, went missing after being shot by a guerrilla.90 This was
the only 1st Mississippi soldier reported injured during the skirmish.
Due to a physical injury, Colonel Winslow was relieved of his command by orders of
General A. J. Smith on August 17. The command of the Second Division was awarded to
Colonel Joseph Kargé.91 From the time Kargé took command, and with the bridge finally being
repaired, the division was constantly on the move looking for enemy forces. Between August 18
and August 21, Kargé’s division marched between the Tallahatchie and Holly Springs before
heading to Abberville, Waterford, Hurricane Creek and then to Oxford.
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After reaching the outer edge of Oxford, where Forrest was believed to have been
reorganizing his command, the Union army prepared to march into town on around August 21 at
6 a.m. With the infantry in the middle, Grierson set General Hatch’s Division (First Division) on
the right flank and Kargé’s Division, minus 1 regiment on the left flank. The remaining regiment
(which was never mentioned by name) was put in the advance of the infantry. The objective was
to march into Oxford at 8 a.m. from the north, east, and west with the intention of taking out
General Forrest or pushing him further south. 92
Upon marching their Union forces into town, Grierson and Smith found a very
disappointing surprise. The wily Confederate general had departed from Oxford, leaving a rather
large note written in charcoal on the court house wall saying, “General Forrest is in Memphis
today.”93 In fact, Forrest actually did ride to Memphis leaving behind a small force under the
command of General James R. Chamlers to make Smith believe that Forrest was still in the area.
Some point during the previous night Chamlers and his men left town.
On August 18 Forrest planned an attack for a raid into Memphis, based on information he
received that Smith was gathering his forces back together in Abbeville. According to Ballard,
the General knew that he could not attack the large Union army head on, but he still had to pull
off an impressive attack that would get him back into the graces of his Confederate superiors.
Therefore he not only planned for the Memphis raid, but also gathered 2,000 of his remaining
men to begin the mission on the same day. By the time he and his band of Rebels reached the
outskirts of the Union base Forrest came to the realization that Memphis had little defenses, thus
making the attack easier. The Union army in Memphis only relied on pickets, consisting of black
soldiers and the remaining men of the 1st Mississippi, as well as some 100-day recruits that
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spread from Memphis to La Grange. The objective was to penetrate the picket lines, dash into the
Union quarters and take General C. C. Washburn captive. Upon discovering the coming raid by
Forrest, Washburn was escorted out of Memphis. Forrest and his men pillaged the town and took
several prisoners.94
Forrest’s absence from Oxford not only left General Smith distraught, but also left him
confused as what to do next. A disappointed Grierson held a private conversation with Smith
asking him to allow the cavalry general to take his men through Alabama and into Georgia where
they could be put to some use assisting General Sherman. This would have given the 1st
Mississippi a real opportunity to prove themselves as a fighting unit, thus putting them into the
history books. But, Smith was not sure if he had the power to approve such a decision, even
though he thought it was a good idea. He ultimately denied Grierson’s request. The Cavalry
General, who eagerly wanted to put his men to work, then asked Smith to allow him to send the
cavalry along Forrest’s tracks towards Memphis knowing he would meet with Forrest and could
prevent him from taking any prisoners to Confederate camps. After all, Smith was put into the
position for the task of finding and killing Forrest, so should he deny this request? He approved
of the plan, but once Grierson’s men were prepared to leave the absent minded general changed
his mind and sent the cavalry back to Holly Springs thinking Forrest would go there instead.
Needless to say Smith turned out to be wrong.95
Grierson, Kargé and his brigade arrived at Holly Spring on or around August 24. They
were instructed to repair the telegraph lines to La Grange, but could not be done in a desired
amount of time. Also while at Holly Springs, soldiers were sent out to on foraging and scouting
details. While out on the scouting duty Private Simeon J. Dilday and Private Samuel H.
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Firestone, both from Company E, were captured after they became separated from their column.
Shots were heard from Private Firestone’s location but there were no signs of anyone being
killed.96 Dilday was released from a Confederate prison on June 7, 1865, but there were no
release documents found for Firestone.97
Orders were given to General Grierson to return his cavalry to Tennessee. They arrived at
Memphis on August 28. During the expedition the casualties for the entire cavalry totaled to 12
killed, 38 wounded, and 37 missing.98 Of the missing, three were confirmed to have come from
the 1st Mississippi. One soldier died from illness during the expedition.
The summer of 1864 was a busy time for the men of the 1st Mississippi. The soldiers
proved that they were ready for action after two hostile expeditions. While the small portion of
the 1st Mississippi was away on Smith’s Expedition, the rest of the battalion was located at
White’s Station, near Memphis. Of those men that were still in Tennessee, three soldiers had
been discharged, two died of illness, seven deserted and one was absent without leave but did
return. Also during this time thirty-six more men were recruited, twenty-eight of which came
from Vicksburg. After the battalion’s return to Memphis, eight more men were recruited, one
from Memphis and the other seven being recruited from Vicksburg, bringing the battalion’s
active total to 367.
The newly added soldiers would soon prove of some value, because there would be little
rest for the returning soldiers. The commanding officers at Memphis had received information
that sent the 1st Mississippi back into the field, but this time through Arkansas and Missouri.
Unfortunately, the records written by the officers during the Missouri trip were so poorly kept,
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that it is very difficult to figure out what the 1st Mississippi had done, thus making it impossible
to include here.
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Chapter 4 – Grierson’s 1864 Winter Expedition

Figure 1 – Map of Mississippi99
By the time of the First Mississippi’s fourth expedition, it had around 350 enlisted men
and fourteen officers in its ranks, with many having been in the battalion since earlier in the year
and many new recruits added to the ranks. During its first year, the Mississippi had over 600 men
sign up for duty. Also during this time 11 men had been captured, 9 were in prison, over 160 had
deserted, 54 had died, 16 were discharged and 5 were still missing in action.100 Though the
battalion had seen its share of action, it still did not have much respect from the higher
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command. In November of that year Colonel Winslow, commanding the Fourth Iowa Cavalry,
wrote, “The First Mississippi Mounted Rifles were organized here [Memphis, TN] and are yet
without regular organization.”101 Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp Henry E. Noyes wrote to Major
E. B. Beaumont, Assistant Adjutant-General, Cavalry Corp. in December of 1864, “As far as I
have been able to learn the First Mississippi Mounted Rifles amounts to but little.”102 This lack
of respect by their superior officers might also explain why so few of the men were allowed to go
on expeditions, which did not change when it was time to pack up and head back into
Mississippi.
In early the early days of December, 1864, General Grierson was given orders by General
Dana (who replaced General Washburn in Memphis) to take his cavalry into Mississippi and
destroy the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, as it was “the main line of communication” and supply
line for the rebels.103 Confederate General George H. Hood had been able to use this same
railroad a month earlier to regain supplies lost after he was defeated in Nashville the month
prior.104 The plan was for Grierson to take between 3,300 and 3,500 men, within three brigades,
with horses and pack mules, but no artillery, and travel southward along the railroad destroying
the rail, trains, and supplies along the way. The First Mississippi Mounted Rifles were at this
time still attached to the First Brigade, along with the Second New Jersey, Fourth Missouri, and
Seventh Indiana with Colonel Kargé commanding. The Second Brigade consisted of the Third
Iowa, Fourth Iowa, and Tenth Missouri, with the Fourth Illinois, Eleventh Illinois, Second
Wisconsin, Third Colored Cavalry and the Pioneer Corp making up the Third Brigade.105
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Kargé was ordered to take his brigade to Bolivar, TN on December 15 in order to make
demonstrations and destroy any crossings along the rivers. Afterwards they were to move
through Mississippi and catch up with the main command. However, the roads had become
unusable mud pits due to several days of rain, thus causing him to abandon the order and return
to Memphis. Five days later the weather became worse as colder temperatures and snow set in,
thus freezing the roads. 106
Despite the conditions, Grierson began marching his command southeast towards Ripley,
in Tippah County, Mississippi, on December 21.107 Moving was slow and difficult as several
animals were injured due to spots of weak ice.108 The cavalry moved through Early Grove,
Lamar, and Salem before reaching Ripley. Also, during the march, detachments from the other
regiments were sent to various places, such as Corinth, MS and Grand Junction, TN to destroy
stations and telegraph lines.109
The command reached Ripley on December 24 and then moved southeast along the
Mobile and Ohio Railroad towards Verona the next day. During the march, the First Brigade had
the advance, with the Seventh Indiana leading the brigade.110 The command made camp in
Harrisburg on the night of the 25th, and Grierson was given information from his scouts that a
sizable rebel camp was at Verona Station. The general then ordered Col. Kargé to move his
brigade, through a heavy storm, to Verona and if he thought possible to attack the rebel camp at
night.
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The brigade made the march, using only the strikes of lightning to guide them along the
way.111 With the Seventh Indiana still in the advance, the attack was made and the rebels fled the
area, which allowed the brigade to begin destroying all of the supplies that had been left behind.
According to Kargé, the supply train was intended to go to General Hood the next day, and
consisted of 450 English carbines, 500 Austrian rifles, 200 boxes of ammunition and shells, 200
army wagons marked “U.S.,” a train of 20 cars. In addition, quartermaster and commissary
stores, telegraph wires, and railroad rails were also destroyed.112 The sounds of exploding
ordinance was said to have been heard not only throughout the night, but well into the following
afternoon. In his official report, Grierson claimed that the U.S. wagons had originally been
captured by Confederate forces after General Sturgis was forced to retreat during a skirmish in
June of that year.113 After the destruction at Verona, Kargé moved his men back to the main
command at Harrisburg, where little rest was given before marching along the Okolona road at
11 A.M.114
December 26th was a quiet and uneventful day for Grierson’s cavalry. After the command
reached Okolona on the 27th, Grierson kept the march going south, destroying the railroad lines
along the way, and camp made outside of Egypt Station. At some point during the day a small
band of rebel soldiers attacked, but succumbed to a quick retreat. During the fight, a Confederate
messenger was captured and relinquished information that 1,300 infantry reinforcements were in
route to Egypt Station.115 In addition to this intelligence, a Union telegraph operator tapped into
the telegraph line and intercepted messages about reinforcements being sent from Mobile so an
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attack on the Union cavalry could be made the next day.116 With this information, Grierson
began planning an offensive strategy of his own.
The attack against the rebels at Egypt Station was led by the 1st Brigade. In his official
report, Kargé wrote that he led the attack on the enemy skirmish line with a column from the 2nd
New Jersey, followed by a battle line with the remaining men of the New Jersey on center and
left, and both the 4th Missouri and 7th Indiana on the right. In addition, the 2nd Brigade formed a
line in support of the 1st, and the 3rd was held in reserve. In addition, he wrote that the 1st
Mississippi was behind the lines so that pack team would be safely guarded.117 Whether he really
left them behind, or why he did it is unclear. Of all the reports made of the day’s events, Kargé
was the only one to mention them.
The Confederate center battle line was quickly discovered as it was “secured by large
stockades and flanked by railroad earth embankments.” Kargé’s brigade was able to break the
enemy and drive them back. However, the fight did not end there. In his memoir, Grierson wrote:
At this juncture, the enemy’s artillery opened with rapid firing on our right, and caused
some confusion in our advancing line by the bursting of shells. Two trains of cars with
reinforcements… having come in sight, [and] seeing the importance of prompt action to
prevent the enemy from forming a junction of his forces, I directed Colonel Kargé to
steadily persist in his attack and to advance his troops at all hazards on the left flank with
a view to surround the enemy, while a small detachment of the 7th Indiana, 4th Missouri,
and my escort of cavalry… charged the enemy’s battery of artillery and the
reinforcements then advancing from the south, driving them back [and] preventing them
from re-forming and effective line of battle.118
After three hours of fighting, the Cavalry came out victorious. Union casualties totaled
twenty-two killed (three officers and nineteen enlisted) and 101 injured, four of them being
officers. Most of the casualties came from the First Brigade, with no one from the Mississippi
being injured or killed. This again is due their standing guard over the pack team. In addition
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100 union horses had also been either killed or injured, but immediately replaced by
Confederate horses.119
The command was allowed to rest for the remainder of the day before they moved out of
Egypt Station and marched west through Chickasaw County to Houston. During this time
Grierson had his telegraph operator send messages to nearby Confederate officers telling them
to send reinforcements to various places that the cavalry general had no intention of visiting.120
After they arrived in Houston, detachments were sent to Grenada, Pontotoc, West Point, and
Starkville to make demonstrations. The remainder of the command marched southwest through
Bellefontaine to Winona Station, with the First Brigade in the advance.121
Sometime during the day of New Years Eve, the 1st brigade reached their destination.
They did not come across any enemy resistance, and were able to commence with the task
assigned to them. The depot, stores, and other buildings were burned and the railroad and
telegraph lines were cut and destroyed. After the destruction of Winona Station, the 1st brigade
rejoined the 2nd brigade on January 1 and marched south to Lexington, which they reached the
next day with only a brief interruption from the enemy.122
By January 5, the cavalry finally ended their trip at the Four-Mile Bridge, outside of
Vicksburg. Over the next seven days the command travelled back to Memphis via steamboat. In
closing Grierson’s expedition, the command marched 400-450 miles. The General wrote that
during their journey through Mississippi 600 enemy soldiers were taken prisoners, 800 head of
cattle captured, and 1,000 slaves joined left their masters and joined the march. The total
destruction done by his men was estimated at 20,000 feet of bridges, 10 miles of railroad, 20
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miles of telegraph, 4 locomotives with tenders, 95 cars, 300 wagons, 2 caissons, 30 warehouses,
a cloth factory, a leather tannery, 7 depots, 5,000 stands of arms, 700 hogs, and 500 bales of
cotton.123 According to Cogley, the expedition was declared to be one of the most successful
raids of the war.124 If that statement was definitely true, then the unknown battalion of the 1st
Mississippi Mounted Rifles had the privilege of being a part of it. However, this would not be
the last expedition for the 1st Mississippi.
On January 26, 1865 the battalion left Memphis, under the command of Colonel Embury
Osband who was the commanding officer of the Third U.S. Colored Cavalry, to Southeast
Arkansas and Northeast Louisiana. Unfortunately, much like the Missouri expedition the
Colonel’s records gave no detail of the event, thus it is unclear what role the 1st Mississippi
played in the expedition. 125
What is known from Osband’s writing is that 57 men from the battalion went on the
expedition, along with 504 from the First Brigade. In total there were three brigades, totaling
2,621 men. On the first night of the expedition, the entire command had to board fourteen
steamers to cross the Mississippi River into Arkansas. At about 4:30 the next morning two of the
steamers collided, causing serious damage. The men on the two boats were forced to evacuate
and march to their landing point at Gaines’ Landing. Another five of the steamers were ordered
to continue to the rendezvous, while the other seven were sent back to Memphis and ordered to
report back to their units.126
Osband’s records concerning the incident are very unclear. He did not specify whether or
not the First Mississippi was on one of the steamers that were allowed to continue on the
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expedition or on the one sent home, as he never mentions them by name after the first paragraph.
Towards the end of his report he mentions an event with “part of the First Brigade,” but again no
specifics as to what happened during the events.127 Therefore, it may be safer to leave this
expedition right where it is; another unknown event for the men of the Mississippi Mounted
Rifles.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
When all of the fighting was over and peace was being restored throughout the country,
what is a soldier from a small battalion to do other than go home? When the Civil War had
concluded and the remaining men were given an honorable discharge, they, or the widows for
the soldiers that died, were able to collect pensions. Beyond being able to collect money, some of
the men moved elsewhere in Mississippi and to other states as well. But aside from getting back
to family life, or moving on to whatever came to a single man’s way, what is there for him to do?
Many generals, officers, and men from the bigger regiments and the great battles went on to
write their experiences so that the generations to come would be able to know their experiences
of war. But again, what about a simple enlisted soldier from a small battalion like the 1st
Mississippi Mounted Rifles? Apparently they did nothing but fall off the face of the earth and
were never allowed to be noticed in the history they helped write.
As stated in the opening chapter, the former Confederates in Mississippi destroyed all the
evidence they got their hands on that spoke of the pro-Unionists and anti-Confederates.
Therefore if any memoirs or journals were written, then it never survived the destruction; and if
something does remain in this world, some relative is sitting on an awesome piece of history that
should be shared… and they probably do not even realize it. But assuming that not one soldier
wrote what really happened in the days of the 1st Mississippi, one could only wonder why not.
Were they so noble that they were not looking for an audience to share their experience with?
More importantly why did people and historians since the war allow for this battalion to become
forgotten?
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Granted they did not travel with General Sherman, though as evidence shows Grierson
certainly attempted it. They also did not fight at Gettysburg, Atlanta, Antietam, or any of well
known battles. But does that mean they still have to remain unidentified? Sure they were from
the same South that seceded from the United States, but they were Southerners that swore an
oath to the Union. Therefore they must have believed in her enough to have been willing to fight
for her. So again, why should they remain unknown? After 150 years removed from the war,
don’t they deserve more recognition that just a couple of un-researched sentences in a large
book?
I have spent nearly two years researching and writing about these men, so that they could
be remembered with some measure of dignity and honor. In that time I have learned that those
that enlisted and fought until they either died or saw the end of the war were just as much of a
key to the overall Union as any soldier of the North. After all, the support they provided during
their first expedition was vital to the well being of the Union army heading to Atlantic. They also
played an important role to Grierson’s winter raid which prevented the Confederate army from
getting needed supplies. Again, it is not their fault they did not get to go assist Sherman. Nor is it
not their fault that they did not have a big showdown with Forrest and his men after the
Confederate General’s Memphis raid. But they still contributed to the war. So for a story like this
to be ignored, or only mentioned in passing, is completely wrong.
The 1st Mississippi Mounted Rifles was a group of men that bravely turned their back on
the C.S.A. Whether it was because each were pro-Unionists, anti-Confederates, or for whatever
other reason each man may have had, they still managed to dig up enough courage to put their
selves, not to mention the their families, at risk of punishment or even public humiliation for not
standing with the Confederacy. For those that were actually from the state of Mississippi, many
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were given the task to courageously march through their own state destroying all Confederate
arms and property, killing any and all resistance; knowing full well that could be seen by a
friend, neighbor, or loved one that stood for the Confederacy, thus bring the fore mentioned
repercussions. What the men of this battalion had to endure was more than American men
killing American men; it was Mississippians killing Mississippians. It was truly a Civil War
within a Civil War.
Using what has become a great American saying, “All gave some, and some gave all,”
when it comes to those who laid their lives down for their country; these men that so
courageously fought in the 1st Battalion Mississippi Mounted Rifled (and did not desert) truly did
give all.
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